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What is the Lake Networking Group?

An informal group representing the 
interests of 25+ Eastern Ontario lake 
associations. 

The Group deals with issues typical of lakes 
in this area and, working together, 
attempts to resolve, promote and 
understand those issues.  

A good communication bridge between lake 
associations and their community partners.  



When and why did the Lake Networking 
Group get started?

Representatives from 7 local lake 
associations first met in January 2004 to 
discuss items of common interest and 
concern.  Lake association representatives 
recognized that they could all benefit and 
learn from the experience of one another.  
The Lake Networking Group has continued 
to evolve since that time



Who participates?

 Participation by lake groups from 4 watersheds 
(Mississippi, Rideau, Cataraqui, Quinte) and 6 
Townships (North, South and Central Frontenac, 
Tay Valley, Drummond/North Elmsley, Rideau 
Lakes) and two Counties Lanark and Frontenac

 As a group that exists with large “membership” 
they are a collective voice to promote their views 
on lake issues to local organizations and 
governments at all levels.

 A number of community partners are also 
represented at the meetings



Why does it work?

 As a loose association of like-minded people they are not 
bogged down by administrative restrictions that exist in 
more formalized organizations/structures. 

 We are all in the same boat/at the same table, learning as 
we go, adapting and addressing topics of concern and 
issues facing our communities together. Over time a sense 
of “community” has emerged amongst the various lake 
groups.

 The views of the group and the issues they present are 
often well received by local authorities. 



The Lake Networking Group

How does the Lake Networking Group 
build resilience in the broader Eastern 
Ontario lake community and in the 
individual lake communities of its 
members?

How does it strengthen lake stewardship 
in Eastern Ontario?



What are some of the strengths of the Group?
How do we support one another as we work together to 
adapt to the changing needs of our lake communities?

 Lake associations can put their own challenges into 
perspective

 Enthusiasm and successes of one lake group can inspire 
other lake associations to take on challenges

 No need to re-invent the wheel 

 Two-sided value.  Partner agencies value opportunity to 
speak to and learn from a broad base of lake associations

 Potential for political “clout” from large representation

 Affirming experience for isolated lake associations



How does it work?

 Lake representatives are connected by email 

 Regular updates are circulated and meetings are held 3-4 
times a year (more as needed).  Both lake reps and 
community partner reps participate in the meetings

 Follow-up work is done as needs are identified by the 
group e.g. planning meetings with community 
agencies/organizations, workshops, writing letters of 
support

 Agenda items come from requests from the lake 
representatives or the community partners



What have we done? /Specific Lake Networking Group 
initiatives? 

 Organized meetings and workshops, offered speaker opportunities, 
developed resource materials e.g. boat wakes

 Participated in Municipal meetings, Municipal election processes, 
Official Plan Reviews

 Shared lake planning information and supported one another’s lake 
planning efforts; supported development of lake planning resource 
material 

 Provided opportunity for funding application collaboration and 
partnership

 Regularly met with local OPP detachment

 Participated in partnership projects e.g. Algae Project, Lake Links



Member perspective – what do 
you value that you get from 
the Lake Networking Group?



Lake Association Comments

 “This group meeting is aptly named, as "networking" is 
the key element. Prior to its local formation, lake 
associations in our area were all working independently. 

 1. the group meeting provides the opportunity to actually 
meet representatives from other lake associations;

 2. the sharing of reports and successful projects provides 
a stream of fresh ideas and information

 3. and, likely most important, we are now working as 
collaborative groups to foster and implement projects of 
mutual importance.”



More Lake Association Comments

 “The Lake Networking meetings provide Information and 
Inspiration to our organization. 

 We really value hearing about what the other lake 
association groups are doing as well as the activities of 
the allied governmental organizations. 

 The inspiration part comes from the information part. The 
knowledge can lead to action and it helps knowing that 
other groups have been there before and what their 
experiences have been.”



Lake Association comments 

 “The position that the group does not function as 
an entity itself but rather is a loose 
'confederation' of independent bodies is in my 
mind, a real strength 

 A prime example of the value of the group lies in 
the current situation that we are pursuing in our 
township regarding the issue of septic system re-
inspections. The contacts for initiating action 
were those made in the LNG and allowed for the 
establishment of a core for a working group.”



More Lake Association Comments

 “The Lake Networking Group has been an invaluable 
resource and support directly to our Lake Property 
Owners’ Association, and indirectly to our lake 
community.  Since it’s inception, we have found the 
LNG to be an educational problem solving and 
motivating forum for our lake association volunteers.” 



More Lake Association comments

 “One of the most important outcomes of our 
participation in this forum has been the 
development of our Lake Stewardship Action 
Plan … We were able to tap into the resources 
and knowledge of our community partners, and 
the earlier experience of neighboring lakes with 
the lake management planning process

 Participation in the Lake Networking Group was 
pivotal in enabling us to do this and continues to 
be assistive as we move forward.”  



Lake Association Comments
 “Another important outcome for us related to our 

participation in the Lake Networking Group was 
the Township’s introduction of the Mandatory 
Septic Inspection Pilot Program … The 
corroborative voice of numerous lake 
associations effectively conveyed to Council 
members the strong support of their respective 
lake communities for such a program for the 
protection of lake water quality.” 



What do the community 
partners say?



Municipalities
-

 “The Lake Networking Group offers a focal point for 
discussion of common interests. While each Lake 
Community is unique, there are a myriad of common 
issues. The flow of ideas at the Lake Network level allows 
for distilling of those issues through a group of 
knowledgeable individuals. The discussion and vetting 
process provides for a refinement of those ideas as well 
as the underlying rationale behind recommendations for 
improvement. Councils will acknowledge and appreciate 
that items brought to its attention by the Lake 
Network have broad support and widespread 
implications. Like the spokesperson of a delegation, the 
Group offers a single point of communication, meaning 
messaging (to and from) can be disbursed in a consistent 
and coordinated fashion.”



Municipalities

 “Working with the Lake Networking Group provides me with 
a number of benefits.

 It provides regular contact with lake associations which 
improves communication.

 It provides updates on information that I may not otherwise 
be aware of e.g., research done by FOCA or a specific lake, 
that I can use in policies for the Township.

 It provides a forum for feedback on policy directions Council 
is considering pursuing.

 It increases the potential for defusing problems that may 
arise as they can be dealt with in a non-confrontational 
manner in the spirit of working together as a group.

 Also the Networking Group is a repository of institutional 
history that new planners won’t know about otherwise.”



Community partner feedback
Conservation Authority

“The Lake Networking Group provides

 target audience representatives all in one room

 invaluable opportunity to learn about new initiatives 
and progress on programs on each of the partner 
lakes

 a two way street for information sharing helps to 
market and communicate projects and initiatives 

 valuable feedback on proposed stewardship 
initiatives or projects that ensure the resources are 
being applied in an appropriate and effective way”



A second Conservation Authority comments

“The Lake Networking Group provides 

 a relaxed forum where we are more the peer than the 
regulator fostering a more equal partnership with our lake 
communities and allowing for more sincere and open 
discussions.

 a greater sense of the current values, issues and 
challenges within our lake communities

 A more frank view of what is working/not working with 
our own and other government agency programs

 information about many of the smaller initiatives about 
which we wouldn’t normally hear

 a great forum where we can direct a lake association in 
finding solutions to issues”



Community partner feedback
Centre for Sustainable Watersheds

 “As an organization whose mandate is to “Help 
People Take Action in Lake Protection” the Centre 
for Sustainable Watersheds appreciates and 
supports the efforts, views and actions of the 
Lake Networking Group. We have worked with 
several of its members on issue specific projects 
and, collectively, have worked with them to 
promote our mutual goals.”



Going forward

 “I believe the relationship/partnership that CSW 
and the Lake Networking Group shares is still in 
its infancy. I believe as both groups continue with 
their quest for lake protection and management, 
new initiatives will be generated and delivered, 
facilitating same.”



“Never doubt that a small group of 
thoughtful committed citizens can 
change the world; indeed, it is the 
only thing that ever has.”     

Margaret Mead


